
 
TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION 

AGENDA 
 

cityofalbany.net 
   

Monday, February 18, 2019 
10:00 a.m. 

Periwinkle Room, City Hall 
333 Broadalbin Street SW 

 

1. CALL TO ORDER    
 

2. ROLL CALL   
 

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES   

a. December 3, 2018 
 

4. SCHEDULED BUSINESS 

a. Election of Chair and Vice-Chair 
b. Business from the Public  
c. Waverly Drive SAHS Reduced Speed Zone 
d. Canal Avenue Traffic Calming Plan 

 
5. BUSINESS FROM THE COMMISSION  

 
6. NEXT MEETING DATE:  Monday, April 1, 2019 

 
7. ADJOURNMENT 

 

The location of this meeting is accessible to the disabled. If you have a disability that requires accommodation, please notify 
the City Manager’s Office in advance of the meeting: CMadmin@cityofalbany.net | 541-704-2307 or 541-917-7519. 

 



  Approved:  Draft 
 

 
 

CITY OF ALBANY 
TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION 

City Hall, Periwinkle Room 
333 Broadalbin SW 

Monday, December 3, 2018 
10:00 a.m. 
MINUTES 

Commission Members Present: Ron Green, Mark Taleff, Chuck Kratch, Will Sheppy 

Commission Members Absent: Courtney Stubbs 

Staff Present: Ronald G. Irish, Transportation Systems Analyst 

Others Present: Mark Pollack, Diane Conrad, Jennifer Jones, Johnny Scott Van Ras  
 

CALL TO ORDER 

Chair Ron Green called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. Commissioners and members of the public introduced 
themselves. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

The minutes from the October 1, 2018, meeting were approved 4-0.  

BUSINESS FROM THE PUBLIC 

None. 

WAVERLY DRIVE SAHS REDUCED SPEED ZONE 
Irish noted that the City Council had recently received requests to eliminate the reduced speed school zone on Waverly 
Drive next to South Albany High School. Council has asked the Traffic Safety Commission (TSC) to evaluate the school 
zone and provide a report. City staff is in the process of developing an engineering study for the school zone and 
expects to have a draft version completed in time for the TSC’s meeting in February. The engineering study and the 
TSC’s recommendation will then be forwarded to Council for their consideration. Irish then provided an overview of 
State statutes and ODOT guidelines regarding school zones. 

Chair Green then asked for comments from any members of the public wishing to address the topic. 

Jennifer Jones said that she had a child that attended SAHS and felt very strongly that the reduced speed zone should 
remain in place. Even with the school zone, students can have difficulty crossing Waverly. Not all drivers are respectful 
and student safety should be the priority. 

Johnny Scott Van Ras described a recent ticket he received in the school zone.  He was traveling 39 mph and no 
children were present, but he was cited because it was a school day and the 20-mph restriction was in place. He 
suggested that the 20-mph restriction should be based on a flashing light system and not “School Days, 7:00 AM to 5:00 
PM.” He also preferred that the end of the school zones be marked with an “End of School Zone” sign rather than a 
standard speed limit sign. 

Diane Conrad reviewed a letter that she recently provided Council outlining the reasons she believes that the reduced 
speed zone is not necessary and that its removal would provide safety benefits. 

Irish described the process that will be used by staff to develop the engineering study. Data will be collected regarding 
traffic volume and vehicle speeds, pedestrian volumes, crash history, and road geometry and existing crossing 
improvements. Comments will be solicited from the School District. Staff will then make a determination of whether or 
not a reduced speed zone is appropriate given the impacts to traffic and benefits to students. If the recommendation is 
that a reduced speed zone is appropriate, the study will then evaluate whether or not a “When Lights Flash” system 
would be desirable.   

CANAL AVENUE TRAFFIC CALMING 

Irish said the neighborhood association had not yet been contacted, and that this item should be carried over to the 
TSC’s February meeting. 
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BUSINESS FROM THE COMMISSION 

Commissioner’s inquired about two topics from the last TSC meeting: a pedestrian crash at the intersection of Ellsworth 
Street and 1st Avenue and the status of the city’s Safe Routes to School grant applications.  

Irish reported that the pedestrian crash involved a woman in a crosswalk that was hit by a driver that “failed to remain 
stationary for a pedestrian.” He assumed that occurred when the pedestrian had a “walk” signal and a right turning 
driver failed to yield. ODOT is still reviewing Safe Routes to School application and has not yet notified applicants of 
the results. 

NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting is scheduled for February 4, 2019.  
  
ADJOURNMENT 

The meeting was adjourned at 11:55 a.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Ronald G. Irish 
Transportation Systems Analyst 
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INTRODUCTION 

Albany’s City Council has requested an evaluation of the reduced speed school zone that currently exists on 
Waverly Drive along the east boundary of South Albany High School (SAHS).  Residents have expressed 
concern that the reduced speed school zone could be causing drivers unnecessary delay and safety issues while 
not providing students with the desired safety benefits.  The purpose of this study is to evaluate the operation 
of the reduced speed zone and make recommendations concerning whether it should be retained, modified, or 
removed.  

APPLICABLE REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES 

The City of Albany has the authority to determine where school zones and school reduced speed zones are 
located on roadways under city jurisdiction.  School zones should comply with the applicable sections of the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and must comply with applicable Oregon Revised 
Statutes (ORS).  Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) has published a Guide to School Area Safety that 
is based on the MUTCD and ORS and provides guidance intended to assist local jurisdictions with decisions 
regarding implementation of school zones. 

MANUAL ON UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 

The MUTCD is a set of nationally adopted traffic control guidelines and standards.  For school zones it 
contains standards regarding sign size, spacing, and design, as well as the pattern or sequence of signs 
needed to establish a school zone.  The standard sign pattern for a reduced speed school zone with a 
school crossing consists of: an advance crossing sign, a reduced speed school sign, a pedestrian crossing 
sign, and a sign indicating the end of the school zone. 

OREGON REVISED STATUTES 

The ORS statutes establish two types of school zones: those immediately adjacent to school grounds and 
school crossings that are not adjacent to school grounds.  Reduced speed zones adjacent to school grounds 
are in effect on “School Days, 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.” or “When Lights Flash” if a flashing light system is 
utilized.  Reduced speed zones not adjacent to school grounds are in effect “When Children Present” or 
“When Lights Flash” if a flashing light system is utilized.  There is no option to utilize “When Children 
Present” for school zones that are adjacent to school grounds. 

ODOT GUIDELINES 

ODOT’s A Guide to School Area Safety (2017) recommends that decisions regarding school zones and 
reduced speed school zones be determined based on an engineering study.  The guide contains 
recommendations for circumstances where school zones are encouraged, where they require further 
justification, and where they are discouraged.  The use of a reduced speed school zone at unwarranted 
locations can have several adverse impacts.  Driver delay is increased without an accompanying 
improvement in pedestrian crossing safety and driver respect for and compliance with the school zone 
(and others within a city) can decrease.  The guidelines recommend that the length of school zones be 
kept short to enhance driver compliance.  The importance of 20 mph school zones are described by the 
guide as follows: “Slower speeds provide more reaction time to unexpected actions of a child.  Any collision at lower speed 
will generally cause less injury, as well.  The severe injury rate for pedestrians or bicyclists struck by a vehicle at higher speeds 
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is much greater than at lower speeds.  A pedestrian struck by a vehicle at 40 mph is almost certain to have severe or life-
threatening injuries.  If the vehicle is going 30 mph, a pedestrian still has a nearly 50 percent chance of dying or facing life-
altering injuries.  Crash survivability is significantly better when vehicle speeds are less than 20 mph.  Even 5 mph can make 
a big difference to the pedestrian.” 

School speed zones are encouraged under ODOT guidelines when all the following conditions exist: 

• The roadway is adjacent to the school grounds (not limited to the front of school buildings). 

• There is at least one marked school crosswalk within the proposed school zone which is not 
protected by a signal or STOP sign. 

• The property houses a public or private elementary or middle school (grades K-8). 

• The posted speed is 40 mph or below.  

Implementation of school speed zones require further justification where any of the following conditions 
exist: 

• The school is a public or private high school. 

• The school is a publicly funded early childhood education program housed in a building that is 
or was previously owned by the school district. 

• The marked school crosswalk is at a signalized intersection. 

• The marked school crosswalk is at a STOP sign. 

• The marked school crosswalk is on a roadway segment not adjacent to the school grounds. 

EXISTING CROSSING CONDITIONS 

Waverly Drive is classified as a minor arterial street and has an underlying speed limit of 40 mph.  The road has 
a curb to curb width of 48 feet and provides for: a vehicle travel lane in each direction; a two-way center turn 
lane; on street bike lanes; and sidewalks.  A 20-mph reduced speed school zone of approximately 1,200 feet in 
length is currently posted from just north of SAHS’s south boundary to a point about 200 feet north of 
36th Avenue.  The school zone is in effect on “School Days, 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.” 

The school property is separated from Waverly Drive with a six-foot fence.  The school zone contains two 
designated school pedestrian crossings across Waverly Drive.  One is on the south side of 36th Avenue and 
includes: pedestrian ramps, a marked crosswalk, and pedestrian school crossing signs supplemented with a 
pedestrian activated RRFB flashing light system.   
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Waverly/36th Avenue – Looking South 

The second pedestrian crossing is located 625 feet south of 36th Avenue and includes: pedestrian ramps; a 
marked crosswalk; pedestrian school crossing signs; and a median island refuge.  The crossing does not have a 
pedestrian activated flashing light system.  A gate in the fencing of the school property exists at the crossing.  
The gate is currently locked and does not allow for pedestrian access to or from the school. 

 

 
Median Island Crossing 
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TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS  

A 24-hour traffic volume and speed count was conducted on Waverly Drive on November 27, 2018.  The data 
collection point was 150 feet south of 36th Avenue.  Counts taken at that location represent the number of 
vehicles on Waverly Drive that could potentially conflict with pedestrians at both existing crossing locations.  
The total 24-hour traffic volume was 9,718.  The traffic volume when the reduced speed school zone was in 
effect (7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) was 5,340, representing 55 percent of the daily total.  Traffic speeds, as would be 
expected, were heavily influenced by the time of operation of the reduced speed school zone.  Between the 
hours of 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., the average speed was just over 24 mph.  Ten percent of drivers exceeded 35 
mph, and three percent exceeded 40 mph.  Average vehicle speed when the reduced speed school zone was 
not in effect was 36 mph, with 18 percent of drivers exceeding 40 mph. 

Pedestrian crossing volumes were observed prior to the start of school on the morning of December 12, 2018.  
A total of 20 students were observed using the crossing at 36th Avenue, and none were seen using the crossing 
at the median island to the south.  The pedestrian crossing movements occurred during the AM peak traffic 
hour on Waverly Drive (627 vehicles). 

Pedestrian crossing volumes were observed at the release of class on the afternoons of both 
November 13, 2018, and November 18, 2018.  On average, 36 students per day utilized the school crossing at 
36th Avenue and 8 students per day crossed at the median island school crossing to the south.  The one-hour 
traffic volume during the student crossing movements was 741, less than PM peak traffic hour but about 18 
percent higher than traffic during the AM peak hour. 

When class is released, a significant vehicle queue consisting of passenger vehicles and school buses develops 
on the eastbound 36th Avenue approach to Waverly Drive.   The queue extends several hundred feet back from 
the intersection and can involve 20 or more vehicles.  The queue occurs just after students are released from 
class and disburses within about 20 minutes. 

 
36th Avenue – Looking East 
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The queued vehicles together with southbound vehicles in the right turn lane can limit the sight distance 
southbound drivers on Waverly Drive have of students approaching the school crossing. 

 
Waverly – Looking South 

CRASH HISTORY 

A review of ODOT’s crash database revealed a total of seven reported crashes occurring within the reduced 
speed school zone in the 10-year period between January 1, 2008, through December 31, 2017.   

• February 23, 2012:  Rear-end property damage only crash at the Waverly/36th intersection involving 
two southbound vehicles.  The crash occurred at 6:00 p.m. when the regulatory speed limit was 40 
mph.  One vehicle was rear ended while stopped; strong possibility there was a pedestrian within the 
crosswalk at 36th Avenue. 

• January 23, 2017:  Rear-end injury crash at the Waverly/36th intersection involving two northbound 
vehicles.  The crash occurred on a school day at 7:00 a.m.  One vehicle was rear ended while stopped; 
strong possibility that a student was within the crosswalk at 36th Avenue. 

• November 20, 2011:  Single vehicle fixed object roll over crash involving a fatality.  An elderly 
southbound driver crossed both lanes and hit a tree opposite the high school track.  The crash occurred 
on a Sunday and is unlikely to be related to the school zone or pedestrian crossings. 

• July 29, 2010:  Angle injury crash at the Waverly/36th intersection involving a southbound driver and 
northbound driver making a left turn.  The crash occurred on a school day at 8:00 a.m.  Driver ages 
were 34 and 83.  Driver error was failure to yield; unlikely to be related to the school zone or pedestrian 
crossings. 

• November 21, 2013:  Angle injury crash at the Waverly/36th intersection involving a southbound driver 
and eastbound driver making a left turn.  The crash occurred on a school day at 6:00 p.m.  Driver ages 
were 18 and 71.  Driver error was failure to yield; unlikely to be related to the school zone or pedestrian 
crossings. 

• January 27, 2008:  A head-on property damage only crash north of 40th Avenue.  Occurred on a Sunday 
during icy road conditions; unlikely to be related to the school zone or pedestrian crossings. 
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• August 14, 2016:  A rear-end property damage only crash north of 40th Avenue between two 
northbound vehicles.  Occurred on a Sunday during day light hours; not related to the school zone; 
strong possibility crash was related to a pedestrian in the median island crossing.    

SCHOOL DISTRICT INPUT 

The School District has not provided comments on the reduced speed school zone on Waverly Drive at the 
time of writing of this report.  The District may choose to provide comments at a later date. 

PUBLIC INPUT 

Public input into the question of the reduced speed school zone on Waverly Drive has been mixed, with support 
both for and against retention.   

Residents in favor of retaining the speed zone believe that it is necessary to protect student safety given the 
volume and speed of traffic on the roadway. 

Residents wishing to have the speed zone removed believe that it is not necessary for high school students, 
often delays drivers at times when there are no students present and could increase the risk of rear-end crashes 
when drivers slow suddenly when entering the reduced speed zone.  There has been some interest in converting 
the school zone to flashing light operation in the event it remains.  That option would highlight periods of 
expected student crossing activity and reduce driver delay during periods when students are not expected to be 
utilizing the crossing. 

NEED ANALYSIS FOR REDUCED SPEED SCHOOL ZONE 

The purpose of a reduced speed school zone is to improve student safety at crossings.  The presence of a 
reduced speed school zone alerts drivers to the potential for pedestrian crossing movements, and the lower 
vehicle speeds help to reduce the severity of any vehicle/pedestrian crashes that might occur.   

The pedestrian crossings on Waverly Drive serve a high school.  In this situation ODOT guidelines do not 
automatically recommend use of a reduced speed school zone.  To meet ODOT guidelines, an engineering 
study that documents additional justification in terms of crossing safety benefits is needed.  The existing school 
zone on Waverly Drive contains two marked crossings.  Each needs to be evaluated independently to verify if 
conditions warrant its inclusion in a reduced speed school zone.  The evaluation is essentially a risk assessment 
for students taking into account student crossing volumes, traffic volume and speed, crash history, and crossing 
improvements and conditions that affect safety. 

Traffic volumes on Waverly Drive are high throughout the course of the average weekday.  The streets 
underlying 40 mph speed limit means that any pedestrian crashes that do occur at those speeds are likely to 
involve severe or life-threating injuries. 

A significant number of students must cross Waverly Drive when walking to and from residential 
neighborhoods to the east.  Students that utilize the crossings in the morning on the way to school do so during 
the peak AM traffic hour.  Students that use the crossings when school gets out must contend with even higher 
volumes of traffic on Waverly Drive.  
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Use of historic crash data for a corridor is one way to evaluate safety and crash risk.  ODOT data includes 
seven reported crashes occurring within the school zone during the 10-year analysis period.  Three of the 
reported crashes were rear-end crashes at marked pedestrian crossings and likely involved the presence of a 
pedestrian in the crosswalk.  In none of the three was a pedestrian injured.  One of the three crashes occurred 
on the morning of a school day when the reduced speed zone was in effect.  The other two crashes occurred 
outside the reduced speed time frame when the regulatory speed limit was 40 mph.  There were no reported 
crashes involving drivers being rear-ended while reducing speed to enter the school zone. 

Because pedestrian crashes tend to be serious but infrequent, another way to evaluate pedestrian crash risk is 
to compare the number of pedestrian crossing movements to the vehicular traffic characteristics (volume, 
speed, conflicting movements, sight distance, gap distribution, etc.).  There are two marked crossings on 
Waverly Drive within the school zone.  The north crossing at 36th Avenue has substantially higher student 
crossing volumes than does the median island crossing to the south.  At 36th Avenue pedestrians are exposed 
to vehicle conflicts for the entire 48-foot crossing of the roadway.  Because the crossing at 36th Avenue occurs 
at an intersection, pedestrians using the crossing must contend with both through and turn movement vehicle 
conflicts.  In addition, the eastbound queue that develops on 36th Avenue when school is released results in 
significant short-term congestion at the intersection at the precise time when student crossing demand is at its 
highest.  The combination of queueing on eastbound 36th Avenue and southbound right turning vehicle can 
impact sight distance between pedestrians and drivers approaching the crossing.  

Conditions justifying consideration of a reduced speed zone for the school crossing at 36th Avenue include: 

• The crossing supports a high number of student crossing movements between the high school and the 
residential neighborhoods to the east. 

• Waverly Drive is an arterial roadway and has a high volume of vehicle traffic throughout the day. 

• The underlying speed limit on Waverly Drive is 40 mph.  Vehicle/pedestrian crashes that occur at 
those speeds are almost certain to result in severe or life-threatening injuries.    

• ODOT crash data for the crossing at 36th Avenue includes reported crashes that likely occurred during 
pedestrian movements, both when the reduced speed zone was and was not in effect.  

• The eastbound approach to the Waverly/36th intersection becomes congested and develops a 
substantial queue when school gets out.  That queue occurs when pedestrian crossing movements are 
at their highest.  The congestion and queue result in conditions that have an adverse impact on 
pedestrian crossing safety.  Drivers tend to lose patience under congested conditions (which can lead 
to poor decision making), and the queue impacts sight distance and visibility between approaching 
drivers and pedestrians.  

• Removing the reduced speed school zone would have the effect of increasing vehicle speeds on 
Waverly Drive when students are walking to and from school, thereby increasing the severity of any 
crashes that do occur.   
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Conditions at the median island crossing to the south of 36th Avenue tend to not support its inclusion in a 
reduced speed zone for the following reasons: 

• The number of student crossing movements is low. 

• The median island refuge allows pedestrians to cross one direction of traffic at a time, limiting their 
exposure to two separate 18-foot crossings.   

• The crossing is not at an intersection, and, as a result, there are no vehicle turn movements to conflict 
with pedestrian crossings.  

REDUCED SPEED SCHOOL ZONE RECOMMENDATION 

Crossing conditions for Waverly Drive at 36th Avenue warrant its inclusion in a reduced speed school zone as 
part of an effort to address student crossing safety concerns.  The reduced speed school zone should remain 
posted to be in effect on “School Days 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.”  The length of the reduced speed school zone 
should be limited to approximately 200 feet on either side of the crossing at 36th Avenue in order to enhance 
driver compliance.  The existing 1,200-foot reduced speed zone takes 41 seconds to traverse at 20 mph.  A 
shortened reduced speed zone centered on 36th Avenue would take a driver less than 14 seconds to traverse at 
20 mph.    

The existing pedestrian crossing at the median island south of 36th Avenue will be outside the reduced speed 
school zone but should remain posted as a school crossing.  

“SCHOOL DAYS 7:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.” vs. “WHEN 
FLASHING” 

ORS 811.111 provides the City with the option of posting a reduced speed school zone on Waverly Drive as 
either “School Days 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.” or “When Flashing.”  ODOT guidelines do not include a discussion 
regarding when one method for posting a school zone would be preferred over the other.  Albany does not 
currently have any reduced speed school zones posted for “When Flashing.”   

Agencies that have posted a school zone for “When Flashing” have typically done so to either draw extra driver 
attention to the presence of the school zone or to reduce driver delay on busy streets during periods when 
students are not expected to be utilizing a crossing.  The use of a flashing light system has both initial and 
on-going costs.  The initial installation cost of a flashing light system is approximately $25,000.  Operation of 
the system would require close coordination with the school district.  Operational costs include expenses for 
both routine maintenance and eventual replacement.  Use of a flashing light system for the reduced speed 
school zone on Waverly Drive is not recommended for the following reasons: 

• The compliance rate for the existing reduced speed zone is good.  The average vehicle speed on school 
days when the signs are in effect is 24 mph, a reduction of 12 mph from periods when the speed zone 
is not in effect.  The compliance rate would be expected to improve with the recommended shorter 
school zone. 

• Driver delay for the recommended school zone will be minimal.  Total driver time to traverse the 
school zone will be less than 14 seconds.  Drivers traversing the school zone at 40 mph would save 
less than 7 seconds. 
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• The recommended school zone is short and already includes a pedestrian activated flashing light system 
at the 36th Avenue crossing.  The addition of a second flashing light system on either side of the 
crossing could result in driver distraction/confusion. 

• The use of a flashing light system would necessitate initial construction and ongoing maintenance and 
replacement costs. 

 

Attachments: (public input letters) 



TO: Albany City Council       November 7, 2018 

 

Since the ODOT brochure, Guide To School Area Safety, page 1, states “Location and 

limits for school zones and school speed zones should be determined on the basis of an 

engineering study that includes relevant data and needs identified by school or 

community members.” and since no such study in recent memory has been done on 

Waverly Drive boarding the South Albany High School, we the residents of Albany, ask 

that if no such study has been done, then the City of Albany have a traffic engineering 

study done for the school traffic sign which states a 20mph zone on Waverly Drive, 

boarding the South Albany High School. 

Diane Conrad  

Patricia Cooley 

Dianne Crooker 

Dana Edwards 

Janet Glancy 

Barbara Hauge 

Don Hauge 

Ed Hemmingson 

June Hemmingson 

Elgin Rau 

Irene Rau 

Dianne Sadler 

Ron Sadler 

Debbie Weber 

Don Weber 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11/7/18 

I was here August 8, 2018  Waverly Drive school traffic 

sign reducing speed to 20mph, for South Albany HS. 

 

Appreciate the council’s attention to this matter in work-

session on Sept 10. Your consensus to leave the sign as 

is, which reduces speed to 20mph.   Safety. 

 

To address safety concerns I and group of listed 

residents in this letter now present the following request:  

 

“Since the ODOT brochure, Guide To School Area 

Safety, page 1, states “Location and limits for school 

zones and school speed zones should be determined 

on the basis of an engineering study that includes 

relevant data and needs identified by school or 

community members.” and since no such study in 

recent memory has been done on Waverly Drive 

boarding the South Albany High School, we the 

residents of Albany, ask that if no such study has 

been done, then the City of Albany have a traffic 

engineering study done for the school traffic sign 

which states a 20mph zone on Waverly Drive, 

boarding the South Albany High School.” 

 



 

 

If I correctly understand the ODOT literature, the study 

can be done by a local road engineer who follows 

ODOT guidelines.  Might mean the Albany City 

Transportation System Analyst can do the study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8/8/18 

After communicating with the Albany School Board, ODOT, and the Albany City 

Transportation System Analyst, and finding that the City of Albany has authority to 

change the school-zone traffic signs on Waverly Drive bordering South Albany High 

School, I now address Albany’s mayor and council. 

I ask the city council to remove the South Albany High School traffic-zone signs on 

Waverly Drive. 

 

Considerations for the South Albany High School traffic-zone signs on Waverly Drive: 

Because--- 

(1) There is only one street east of the school within the school traffic-zone signs, 

Mountain View SE, which requires crossing Waverly Drive for access to the school; and 

there are pedestrian cross-walk strips with yellow signs and one sign with buttoned 

flashing signal (in both directions on Waverly Drive). (All other streets east of the high 

school intersecting Waverly Drive, are outside the school’s traffic-zone signs.) 

(2) Waverly Drive borders only the school’s athletic field, not the main entrance to the 

school. 

(3) The athletic field is enclosed by a 6-foot chain-link fence, except for one opening, so 

students from the athletic field cannot readily dash out into traffic. 

(4) I have yet to witness any student cross the athletic field, pass through the open-fence 

crosswalk, and cross Waverly Drive.  

(5) Drivers on Waverly Drive have full view of the athletic field, even if signs are hung on 

the chain-link fence. 

(6) There is no parking on Waverly Drive within the school traffic-zone signs, so drivers 

have full view of pedestrians.  

(7) Waverly Drive bordering the school is lined with several feet of grass and trees, so 

pedestrians cannot stumble directly into the street. 

(8) ODOT’s manual, Speed Zoning Brochure, section Speed Zone Standards, states: 

”Many people believe that lowering posted speeds will mean fewer accidents, but studies 

do not prove this.”--- 

I believe removing the school-zone traffic signs on Waverly Drive will not cause an 

unsafe condition for students, and will actually allow the drivers of Albany a safer traffic 

pattern of constant speed on this straight part of Waverly Drive.  
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